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A graph is diameter 2-critical if the graph has diameter 2 and the deletion of any edge 
increases its diameter. We prove that if G is diameter 2-critical graph on n vertices and e edges, 
then (i) e ~< [14n2 ] for n <~ 24, and (ii) e < !4n2 + (n  2 - 16.2 n + 56)/320 (<0.2532 n2), for n/> 25. 
1. Introduction 
The diameter of a graph G is the maximum distance in G. G is called diameter 
2-critical if G has diameter 2 and the deletion of any edge increases its diameter. 
In [2] Plesnik observed that all known diameter 2-critical graphs on n vertices have 
no more than ¼n 2 edges and that complete bipartite graphs are diameter 2-critical. 
Independently, Simon and Murty stated these as the following conjecture (see 
[1]): 
Conjecture. I f  G is a diameter 2-critical graph on n vertices and e edges, then 
e ~< [ln21, 
with equality homing if and only if G ~ K[½,1, [½(,+1)1- 
In [2] (Theorem 13) the author proved that if G is a diameter 2-critical graph 
on n vertices and e edges, then e < 3n(n - 1)/8. Later, Caccetta nd Haggkvist [1] 
obtained the much stronger esult that e < 0.27 n 2. There was a "proof" of the 
conjecture in [3]. Unfortunately, the "proof" is wrong. In fact, the method used 
in [3] is the same as that used in [2], which cannot prove the conjecture. In this 
paper we try to shed some new light on this conjecture by introducing a new 
graph G*, which is associated with a graph G, and showing that if G is a diameter 
2-critical graph on n vertices and e edges, then  e~<[i4n 2] for n~<24 and 
e < i4n2 + (n 2 - 16.2 n + 56)/320 (<0.2532 n2) for n/> 25. 
2. Notations 
We use V(G) to denote the vertex set, and E(G) the edge set, of a graph G. 
Let G be any graph, we form a new graph G* on G with V(G*) = V(G) and for 
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any x and y in V(G),  xy • E(G*) if and only if xy ~ E(G) and x is connected with 
y in G by an unique path of length 2. For any V~, V2 ~_ V(G), let E(VI, V2) and 
E*(V1, 1/2) denote the sets of edges in G and G* joining vertices of V1 to vertices 
of V2, respectively. In the case V1 = V2, we write E(V1) and E*(V1) instead of 
E(V1, V1) and E*(V1, V1), respectively. Let x • V(G), we define 
N(x) = {y: y • V(G) and yx • E(G)}, d(x) = IN(x)l, 
N*(x) = {y: y • V(G) and yx • E*(G)} and d*(x) = IN*(x)l. 
Following [1], (u, v, w) denotes an unordered triple of distinct vertices u, v and 
w. For j = 0, 1 and 3, let 
Tj= {(u, v, w): u, v, w • V(G) and IE({u, v, w})l =]} and tj= IT A. 
Moreover, partition To into four subsets: To.i, 0 ~< i ~< 3, where 
To, i = {(U, L I, W)'- (U, /3, W) • T O and IE*({u, v, w})l = i}, 0~<i ~<3, 
and let 
to, i = ITO,,I, 0<~i<~3- 
3. Three relations 
In this section G is any graph on n vertices and e edges. 
(i) Let xy • E(G) and define 
Tl(xy) = {(x, y, z): z • V(G) such that (x, y, z) • T1} 
and 
Ta(xy) = {(x,y, z): z • V(G) such that (x, y, z) • T3}. 
We see that for a triple (x, y, z), (x, y, z )•  Tl(Xy) if and only if z • V(G) -  
[N(x) U N(y)]; (x, y, z )•  T3(xy) if and only if z •N(x)NN(y) .  Thus 
d(x) + d(y) - I  T3(xy)l + I T~(xy)l- n, 
summing over all xy • E(G), we find that 
d2(v) - 3t3 + tx = n .e, 
veV(G) 
That is, 
~, d2(v ) -n .e=3t3- ts  (1) 
v~V(G) 
Remark. If 3t3 - tl ~< 0, then ~,,~v(c) d2(v) ~< n- e, which would imply the 
conjecture. The main work of this paper is to find, by virtue of the graph G* 
introduced in the previous section, as small an upper bound of 3t3 - tl as we can. 
In the next section we will show that 3t3-  tl ~< t0,2 + to.3 for diameter 2-critical 
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graphs, and in the remaining part of this section, we will first give an upper bound 
of to,2 + to,3 in any graph. 
(ii) Let xy • E*(G)  and define, for i = 1, 2, 3, 
To,,(xy) = {(x, y, z): z • V(G)  such that (x, y, z) • To,,}. 
By the definition of To, i, a triple (x, y, z) • To, l(xy) U TO,2(xy) U TO,3(xy), if and 
only if z • V (G) - [N(x )  O N(y)  U {x, y}]. Thus 
, To,,(xy) l =n-2 -d(x ) -d (y )+ IN(x )nN(y) l .  
From the definition of E*(G),  IN(x) N N(y)I = 1. Hence, 
ITo, l(xy)[ + ITO,2(xy)I + ITO,3(xy)I =n  - 1 -  a (x ) -  aty), 
summing over all xy • E*(G),  we obtain 




Here we use that IE*(G)I = ½ E, ,v(c)  d*(v) and that 
(d(x) + a(y))= d*(v) . d(o), 
xyc~E*(G) v~V(G) 
since in the sum on the left side each d(v) is counted d*(v) times. Multiplying the 
equation by 2, we deduce that 
2to,1 + 4to,2 + 6to,3 = ~, (d*(v)(n - 1 - 2d(v)). (2) 
v~V(G) 
(iii) Let x • V(G)  and define 
To,z(X) = {(x, u, w): u, w • V(G)  such that (x, u, w) • To,2 andx is 
incident with exactly one edge in E*({x, u, w})}. 
Put M(x)  = V(G)  - IN(x) U {x}], we see that N*(x) c_ M(x).  Let 
B(x)=M(x) -N* (x ) .  
If a triple (x, u, w)•  TO,2(x), by the definition of To,2(x), we must have 
uw • E*(N*(x),  B(x)); Conversely, if uw • E*(N*(x), B(x)),  say u • N*(x) and 
w • B(x),  then ux • E*(G),  but wx q~ E*(G), and so (x, u, w) • TO,z(x). 
Therefore, 
ITo,2(x)l ~< IN*(x)I. In(x)l = d*(x ) (n  - 1 - d (x )  - d*(x)), 
summing over all x • V(G) ,  we obtain that 
2to,2<~ E (d*(v)(n - 1 - d(v)  - d*(v))). 
v~V(G) 
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Combining this with Eq. (2) and using t0.1 I> 0, we have that 
6(to,2 + to,3) ~< Z (d*(v)(2n - 2 -  3d(v) - (d*(v))2). 
veV(G) 
(3) 
4. Results on diameter 2-critical graphs 
In this section G is a diameter 2-critical graph on n vertices and e edges. 
Let A = (x, y, z) e T3, consider an edge in E({x, y, z}), say xy, if we delete 
xy, since (x, y, z) induces a triangle and G is diameter 2-critical, then there 
must be at least one vertex of V(G) -  {x, y, z}, say w, such that wx ~E(G) 
and N(w) n N(x) = y or wy ~ E(G) and N(w) n N(y) = x, suppose that wx 
E(G) and N(w) O N(x) = y, then (w, x, z) e T1. We say that A is associated with 
(w, x, z) e T1. We will show that no two elements of T3 can be associated with the 
same element of T~. Suppose, to the contrary, that there is A'  = (x', y' ,  z') e T3 
other than A associated with (w, x, z), then xz ~ E({x', y', z'}), say x =x '  and 
z = z', so w is adjacent o y',  but N(w) n N(x) = y, then y' = y, and thus A' = A, 
a contradiction. On the other hand, it is dear  that each element of T3 is 
associated with at least two elements of T~. Thus if we let 
and 
T~ = ((x, y, z): (x, y, z) e T3 and (x, y, z) is associated with 
exactly two elements of T~}, 
t~ = [T~'I, 
then 
3t3- - ta~t~ (4) 
Let (x, y, z )e  T~', which is associated with exactly two elements of T~, say 
(a, x, z) and (b, y, z). Then (a, b, z) e To. We say that (a, b, z) is associated with 
(x, y, z) e T3. In the proof of the Lemma 1 in [1], the authors prove that (a, b, z) 
cannot be associated with another element of T~' (so the lemma says that t~ ~< to). 
However, in fact, (a, b, z )e  To.2 tO T0.3. We show this as follows: Consider the 
edge xz, by an argument we used before, there is a vertex in V(G) - {x, y, z}, 
say w, such that either (i) wx ~ E(G) and N(w) n N(x) = z, or (ii) wz ~ E(G) and 
N(w) n N(z)=x.  Since (x, y, z) is associated with exactly two elements of T~, 
and note that in case (i) (w, x, y) e T1 and in case (ii) (w, y, z) e T1, we see that 
w=b,  and bzeE*(G) ,  since wzeE*(G)  from (ii). Similarly, we have 
az ~ E*(G). Therefore (a, b, z) e TO,2 U To,3, as claimed. By this result and the 
result from the proof of Lemma 1 in [1] (mentioned above), we obtain that 
t~' ~< to, 2 + to, 3. 
Combining this with (4), we find that 
3/3 -- tl ~< to,2 +/o,3- (5) 
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5. Theorem 
Theorem. I f  G is a diameter 2-critical graph on n vertices and e edges, then 
(i) ~ dE(v)~<4n3, 
wV(O) 
(ii) e <~ [ln2], for n <~ 24, 
(iii) e < ¼n 2 + (n z - 16- 2 n + 56)/320, for n ~ 25. 
Proof. (i) It follows from (3) that 
6(to,2 + to,3) ~< ~] (d*(v)(2n - 3d(v) )  - (d* (v) )  ~) 
veV(G) 
~< ~ ¼(2n-3d(v))  2 
veV(G) 
=n3- -6e .n+ 9 






d2(v) -e -n~<~n 3-e 'n+9 ~] 
vEV(G) 
d2(v) ~ 1~ n 3, 





3-e~n2(80n - 144) - 4 .05  n 2 + 20.25 n 
(7) 
(8) 
check that e <~ [~n2]. Thus we may suppose that n t> 5. If n ~ 4, we can easily 
As we have done in (i), using (1) and (5), we obtain 
(80n - 144)e ~< ~(n - 1)2n 
veV(O) 
<~ Z l (~(n -1) -8d(v ) )  2 
veV(G) 
_ at (n - 1)2n-  36e(n - 1) + 16 - -  16  
vev(c )  
as required. 
(ii) Since to,1 >I 0 and to,3 >I O, from (2) we have that 
4(to,2 + to, s) <~ ~ d*(v)(n - 1 - 2d(v)). 
veV(G) 
We multiply by ~2 both sides of this inequality, and then add the result to (3). The 
resulting inequality is 
16(to,2 + to,3) ~< '~ (d*(v)(~(n - 1) - 8d(v ) )  - (d* (v )y )  
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Therefore 80 n - 144 > 0 and 20.25 n -4 .05  n2<~ 0, which together with (8) yields 
e -~ 320" (9) 
We now rewrite inequality (7) as 
320 ne ~ 81 n 3 -- 162 n 2 + 81 n + 576e 
<~ 81 n 3 - 16.2 n 2 + 81 n, using (9). 
Hence, 
e ~< ~n 2 + (n 2 - 16.2 n + 81)/320 (10) 
If n is even and n ~< 24, then [1482] -" ¼n 2 and n 2 -- 16.2 n + 81 < 320, note that e is 
an integer, we see, from (10), that e~ < [14n2]. If n is odd and n ~<23, then 
]n 2 = [14n2] + I, but (n 2 - 16.2 n + 81)/320 < 3, we still have that e ~< [¼n2]. 
Therefore, for n ~< 24 we always have that e ~< [¼n2], as required. 
Remark .  It can be checked in inequality (7) that for n = 26 it is true that 
e ~< [In2]. But in both cases (n ~< 24 and n = 26) we only prove affirmatively the 
first part of the conjecture. 
(iii) We divide both sides of (7), by (80 n - 144), note that 80 n - 144 > 0 for 
n >t 25. The result is 
81 2 16.2 51.84 93.312 
e ~3- -~n - 32---~n + 32----0-+320n -576"  
Since n >I 25, 
93.312 
320n - 576 
4.1 
< m  
320" 
Therefore 
e < ~n 2 4 
n 2 -- 16.2 n + 56 
320 
This completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
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